
ELEx offers systems for display your products more effectively to attract customer’s attraction by revolving them on 
slow speed. Simple system just plug in place your load on top of it & go for more views & enquiry. Also available for  load of 
10 Kg / 25 kg / 50 kg with or without electrical connection output.

ELEX REVOLVING TABLES

1. Revolving Table 5Kg           Model ERT-5

Elex Revolving table ERT-5 is small table to keep a load of 5-7 Kg & this will revolve continuously for displaying your products 
& attracting your customer’s towards it. It has a beautiful PVC extruded table top with top finished in velvet. The display 
revolves in clockwise & anticlockwise when ever power makes & breaks alternatively.

Application -Jewelry shops, Book store, Grocery Stores, Optical shops virtually anywhere, where display is prominent.  

Technical Specifications

230 V AC ±10%

4-5 RPM

Dia-225 Ht-75mm

Velvet finished

2 w

525 gm

1. Input Aux Supply

2. Speed

3. Dimensions

4. Top

5. Wattage

6. Weight

R

Mfg by : ELECTRO EXPO SYSTEMS GURUGRAM
ELECTROCINE (SALES) CORPORATION  1801/5-6 ELECTRICAL MARKET BHAGIRATH PLACE 

CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI-6 011-23860386 / 23868842 E MAIL : escorp.k@gmail.com

Application
Jewelry Shops, Grocery stores,

Book Stores, Antique shops,
Cosmetic / Hosiery stores,
Saloons, Music Shop........

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 

Rs675/-
 Including all taxes



2. Revolving Table 15Kg           Model ERT-15

Elex Revolving table ERT-15 is a table to keep a load of 15 Kg & this will revolve continuously for displaying your products & 
attracting your customer’s towards it. It is made of sheet metal in MS with aluminum cast top disk for displaying products. The 
display revolves in clockwise & anticlockwise when ever the supply is switched ON/OFF. The revolving mechanism also as a 
provision to install external light for illuminating the display.
Application -exhibition display, Book store, Grocery Stores, Showrooms virtually anywhere, where display is 
prominent.  
Technical Specifications

2 RPM

Dia-230 Ht-95mm

Aluminum disk

5w

Yes Stationery

500 watt (Resistive)

2.5KG

1. Input Aux Supply

2. Speed

3. Dimensions

4. Top

5. Wattage

6. Electrical Connect

7. Ext Light wattage

8. Weight

230 V AC ±10%

Top plate for displaying

Screws to mount bigger top disk

External electrical connection provision
for illuminating display 500w Max

Plate for fixing electrical fiting
wit screws to mount

3. Revolving Table 20Kg           Model ERT-20

Elex Revolving table ERT-20 is a table to keep a load of 20 Kg & this will revolve continuously for displaying your products & 
attracting your customer’s towards it. It is made of sheet metal in MS with aluminum cast top disk for displaying products. The 
display revolves in clockwise & anticlockwise with a selection from switch. The revolving mechanism also as a provision to 
install external light for illuminating the display. This electrical connection revolves with display through slippering arrangement.
One can connect up to 1000 watt  of load.

Application -exhibition display, Book store, Grocery Stores, Showrooms virtually anywhere, where display is prominent.  

Technical Specifications

230 V AC ±10%

4-5 RPM

5w

11 KG

1. Input Aux Supply

2. Speed

3. Dimensions

4. Top

5. Wattage

6. Weight

13”x13”x7”

Al cast disk DIA 135mm

4. Revolving Table 25Kg / 50 kg          Model ERT-25 / ERT-50 with or with out Electrical provision

Elex Revolving table ERT-20 is a table to keep a load of 20 Kg & this will revolve continuously for displaying your products & 
attracting your customer’s towards it. It is made of sheet metal in MS with aluminum cast top disk for displaying products. The 
display revolves in clockwise & anticlockwise with a selection from switch. The revolving mechanism also as a provision to 
install external light for illuminating the display. This electrical connection revolves with display through slippering arrangement.
One can connect up to 1000 watt  of load.

Application -exhibition display, Book store, Grocery Stores, Showrooms virtually anywhere, where display is prominent.  

Technical Specifications

230 V AC ±10%

4-5 RPM

15w

20 KG

1. Input Aux Supply

2. Speed

3. Dimensions

4. Top

5. Wattage

6. Weight

17”x17”x9”

Al cast disk DIA-225mm
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